ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL

The following A.R.S. sections are effective 10/1/21

4-101 ................................................................. L21, blend of chs 118 & 375
4-203 ................................................................. L21, blend of chs 94, 375 & 397
4-203.06 ............................................................. L21, ch 375
4-203.07 ............................................................. L21, ch 375
4-205.02 ............................................................. L21, ch 375
4-205.13 ............................................................. L21, ch 375
4-206.01 ............................................................. L21, ch 375
4-209 ................................................................. L21, ch 375
4-210 ................................................................. L21, ch 375
4-210.01 ............................................................. L21, ch 375
4-244 ................................................................. L21, ch 375

The following A.R.S. sections are effective 1/1/22:

3-127 ................................................................. L21, ch 410
3-3614 ............................................................... L21, ch 283
12-1551 ............................................................. L21, ch 368
13-3973 ............................................................. L21, ch 370
15-1781.01 ......................................................... L21, ch 410
15-1851 ............................................................. L21, ch 334
15-1851.01 ......................................................... L21, ch 410
28-721 ............................................................... L21, ch 267
28-2058 ............................................................. L21, blend of chs 267 & 335
32-301 ............................................................... L21, ch 334
32-304 ............................................................... L21, ch 334
32-321 ............................................................... L21, ch 334
32-322 ............................................................... L21, ch 334
32-324 ............................................................... L21, ch 334
32-325 ............................................................... L21, ch 334
32-501 ............................................................... L21, ch 334
32-502 ............................................................... L21, ch 334
32-503 ............................................................... L21, ch 334
32-505 ............................................................... L21, ch 334
32-506 ............................................................... L21, ch 334
32-510 ............................................................... L21, ch 334
32-511 ............................................................... L21, ch 334
32-512 ............................................................... L21, ch 334
32-512.01 .......................................................... L21, ch 334
The following A.R.S. sections are effective 7/1/22:

10-140. ................................................................. L21, ch 66
10-3140. ............................................................. L21, ch 66
13-604. ............................................................... L21, ch 192
15-973. ............................................................... L21, ch 404
The following A.R.S. sections are effective 1/1/23:

12-281 ................................................................. L21, ch 326
13-911 ................................................................. L21, ch 432
13-4033 ............................................................... L21, ch 432
15-444 ................................................................. L20, ch 14
15-448 ................................................................. L20, ch 14
15-449 ................................................................. L20, ch 14
15-459 ................................................................. L20, ch 14
15-908 ................................................................. L20, ch 14
15-950 ................................................................. L20, ch 14

The following A.R.S. sections are effective 7/1/23:

12-820.02 ............................................................... L21, ch 390
13-502 ................................................................. L21, ch 390, sec 5
13-3991 ............................................................... L21, ch 390, sec 10
13-3992 ............................................................... L21, ch 390, sec 12
13-3994 ............................................................... L21, ch 390, sec 15
13-3995 ............................................................... L21, ch 390, sec 17
13-3996 ............................................................... L21, ch 390, sec 19
13-3997 ............................................................... L21, ch 390, sec 21
13-3998 ............................................................... L21, ch 390, sec 23
13-3999 ............................................................... L21, ch 390, sec 25
13-4000 ............................................................... L21, ch 390, sec 27

The following A.R.S. section is effective 1/1/25:

45-802.01 ............................................................... L19, ch 1, sec 10